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Peak Vista Community Health Centers Announces
Paul Dube, MD as Director of Academic Affairs

Colorado Springs, Colo. – Peak Vista Community Health Centers (Peak Vista) announces the appointment of Pediatrician Paul Terrence Dube, MD, to director of academic affairs; a position tied to Peak Vista’s ongoing effort to provide local clinical education opportunities for health care professionals.

“Dr. Dube is an essential piece to our growing clinical training programs,” shared Dr. Michael Welch, Peak Vista’s chief medical and dental officer. “His experience and knowledge will help benefit our medical students, nursing fellows and interns as they work through problem-based learning and gain hands-on experience in a clinical setting.”

Dr. Dube’s duties will include coordinating the many necessary aspects involved in enlisting Peak Vista providers to serve as preceptors. Peak Vista preceptors will guide health care interns, medical students – from institutions such as University of Colorado and Rocky Vista University and advanced practice registered nurse fellows through clinical rotations various Peak Vista health center locations.

Dr. Dube has been with Peak Vista since 2010 working at the Pediatric Health Center at International Circle.

About Peak Vista Community Health Centers
Peak Vista Community Health Centers is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to provide exceptional health care to people facing access barriers. Established in 1971, Peak Vista now offers primary medical, dental and behavioral health services to nearly 84,000 patients annually in the Pikes Peak and the East Central Plains regions. To learn more about Peak Vista, visit peakvista.org.
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